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In recent years LEDs have 
become the light source of 
choice for lighting designers 
and for consumers who 
are increasingly sensitive 
to energy savings and 
environmental protection.
The light emitted by the LEDs 
we use tends toward the 
various tonalities of white: 
cool white, neutral white and 
warm white.

Mini Giulietta USB and 
For You USB utilise the 
power of the LED combining 
it with USB technology to 
make these two models 
versatile for multiple uses in 
different rooms.
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The USB interface can 
be connected to a 

large number of sources 
(photos 1, 2, 3, 4)

Thanks to the use of 
a power bank, it is possible 
to move the turned on lamp 

from one room to another 
(photo 1)

It is also possible to attach 
the power bank, for example 

under a table, to prevent 
obstruction and cables 

visibility (photo 2)
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Thanks to the flexible arm the 
light can be oriented easily 
according to one’s needs

 (photo 5).

The TopLEDs are installed 
on a board connected to the 

lamp’s body by means of a 
jack and a micro-connector;

In case of malfunctioning it 
is enough to disconnect the 

connector and remove the 
board for any check, repair or 

replacement.

Touchless optical dimmer.
You can switch and dim the 

light by approaching the 
sensor, without touching. 

Three-intensities of light 
(photo 5)
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source driver/transformertype basewatt lumen K CRI energy class dimmer

constant voltage
LED 5V

J
LED

board
touchless dimmer

included
black

7x7 cm
2W 80

3000
warm

70 A+

source driver/transformertype basewatt lumen K CRI energy class dimmer

constant voltage
LED 5V

J
LED

board
touchless dimmer

included
black

7x7 cm
3W 160

3000
warm

70 A+

7x7 cm

Ø 7 cm

150 cm

35 cm variable

15 cm ca

7x7 cm

Ø 9 cm

150 cm

35 cm variable

15 cm ca

Mini Giulietta USB

€ 345,00
€ 345,00

table lamp

made of black or white base and flexible pipe, mirror polished, 
black or white metal hoop, nickel details.

LED: 40 x TOP LED [ warm white ]
energy class from A++ to A

rated output: 3W 5V 

voltage: 110-240V

power supply: plug driver USB, 100-240V - with touchless 
dimmer, three-intensities of light

dimensions: base 7x7 cm, hoop Ø 9 cm, variable ledge  15 cm, 
flexible pipe length 50 cm, cable 150 cm

codes:
EMGTUN02 / black with black hoop
EMGTUC02 / black with metal hoop

For You USB

€ 285,00

table lamp

made of black base, flexible pipe and shade, nickel details.

LED: 24 x TOP LED [ warm white ] 
energy class from A++ to A

rated output: 2W 5V 

voltage: 100-240V

power supply: plug driver USB, 100-240V - with touchless 
dimmer, three-intensities of light

dimensions: base 7x7 cm, shade Ø 7 cm, variable ledge 15 cm, 
flexible pipe length 50 cm, cable 150 cm
 

code:
EFYU02 / black

A EU plug for the connection of the USB source to the 100-240V 
mains is included in the package.

A EU plug for the connection of the USB source to the 100-240V 
mains is included in the package.

Battery Pack / Power Bank: with the use of the battery the lamp can 
work anywhere without needing to be connected to the domestic power 
network (not included in the package - easily available on the market)

Battery Pack / Power Bank: with the use of the battery the lamp can 
work anywhere without needing to be connected to the domestic power 
network (not included in the package - easily available on the market)

The USB interface can be connected to a large number of sources. The USB interface can be connected to a large number of sources.

It is possible to connect the lamp to the computer port obtaining the 
right lighting while using the pc.

It is possible to connect the lamp to the computer port obtaining the 
right lighting while using the pc.
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Engineering:
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